Corrigendum-1
Notice Number: 484/CRUT/2021

Date: 31-03-2021

In accordance with the queries raised by the participants, the following modifications to the
tender notice no-405/CRUT/2021 issued dated 17-03-2021, is being made in the form of
Corrigendum-1.
Reply to Pre-Bid Queries
S.
No.

Section
Name

1

Automate
d Fare
Collection
System
(AFCS)

Pag
e
No.
16

Clause / Statement

Queries

CRUT Response

Objective: The core
objective of AFCS is to
integrate fare
collection mechanism
using interoperable
standards, hence the
device and media
thereby has to be
complementary in
nature.

Requesting clarity on
whether the winning
bidder is expected to
implement functional
scope under AFCS
section in this RFP

Functional scope of
AFCS is only given for
understanding. The
bidder needs to
supply ETMs and
integrate the device
with Existing AFCS.

It is not clear from the
tender whether the
bidder is expected to
just deliver ETIMs that
have the provision to
carry out the
functional scope
mentioned under AFCS
section as part of this
tender
OR
whether the bidder is
also expected to
deploy AFCS with all
the requirements
stated under functional
requirements of
'Automated Fare
Collection System'
section
Request CRUT to
confirm the exact
scope of work here
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2

3

Automate
d Fare
Collection
System
(AFCS)

Automate
d Fare
Collection
System
(AFCS)

16

16

Objective: The core
objective of AFCS is to
integrate fare
collection mechanism
using interoperable
standards, hence the
device and media
thereby has to be
complementary in
nature.

Objective: The core
objective of AFCS is to
integrate fare
collection mechanism
using interoperable
standards, hence the
device and media
thereby has to be
complementary in
nature.

Requesting clarity on
whether the winning
bidder is expected to
implement functional
scope under Handheld
Ticketing Machines
section in this RFP
It is not clear from the
tender whether the
bidder is expected to
just deliver ETIMs that
have the provision to
carry out the
functional scope
mentioned under ETM
section as part of this
tender
OR
whether the bidder is
also expected to
implement all the
requirements stated
under functional
requirements of
'Handheld Ticketing
Machines-ETMs'
section.
Request you to confirm
the exact scope of
work.
Requesting
confirmation on ONE
TIME
integrationRequesting
confirmation from
CRUT that the
integration mentioned
here is ONE TIME

Bidder need to
deliver the ETM
devices and integrate
the same with
existing system. The
bidder must ensure
the compatibility of
ETMs with the
functionalities
provided in the
tender documents.

YES, the integration
mentioned in the
tender document is
one time integration.
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4

Short
Tender
Notice

0,
13

Bidder's
Eligibility

For Supply and
Integration of 300
Electronic Ticketing
Machines for the
transit vehicles owned
by CRUT, Odisha with
warranty of 5 years
Certificate, to the
effect that bidder will
provide the quoted
item(s) Warranty
period of 5 (five) years
including all spares,
accessories,
consumables etc.

5

Short
Tender
NoticeBid
der's
Eligibility

0,
13

For Supply and
Integration of 300
Electronic Ticketing
Machines for the
transit vehicles owned
by CRUT, Odisha with
warranty of 5
yearsCertificate, to the
effect that bidder will
provide the quoted
item(s) Warranty
period of 5 (five) years
including all spares,
accessories,
consumables etc.

6

Annexure
-A:
Financial
Bid
Format

25

SIM card cost

Request CRUT to
reduce the warranty
requirement to 3 years
The life of the machine
especially in mobility
business is 2.5 - 3
years. Therefore,
requesting CRUT to
reduce the warranty
requirement to 3 years

Request clarity on
exemptions to
warrantyWhile basic
repair can be covered
under warranty, our
understanding is that
the following are
always exempted
under warranty
extended by
companies. Request
CRUT to confirm the
following regular
exclusions to warranty.
1) Adaptor2) Battery
pack3) Any kind of
physical damage4)
Scrathed or missing
parts5) Liquid seepage
in the unit
Request CRUT to
provide clarity on how
SIM card costs would
be accommodated.

Tender Document
clause remains
unchanged. The
ETMs should have 5
Years of
comprehensive
warranty.

The bidder must
provide 5 years of
comprehensive
warranty.

SIM Card will be
provided by CRUT.
The bidder has to
supply only ETMs.

Will the bidder be
expected to upfront
charge the cost of SIM
for 5 years as the bid is
one time? If there is an
alternate way, request
CRUT to provide clarity
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7

8

9

Annexure
-A:
Financial
Bid
Format

25

Disqualifi
cation

8

Bidder's
Eligibility

Payments - Missing

Request CRUT to
include the clause on
Payment terms
The section on
payments is missing in
the RFP. Kindly include

12

Bidder fails to deposit
the bid security or fails
to deliver the product
within 21 Days of the
date of issue of
Purchase Order or
within such extended
period, as may be
specified by the CRUT.

Documents required to
submit:Trade Licence

Requesting CRUT to
extend the timeline to
at least 40 days
The lot requirement is
huge - 300 devices.
Placing order and
shipping them is time
consuming. We might
experience unexpected
delays during transit
considering the fact
that there are chances
of a second wave of
covid-19. Therefore,
we request you to
extend the timelines to
40 days
Requesting CRUT to
make Trade License
optionalThere could be
companies that are in
the business of
deploying ETIMs and
AFCS, and managing
similar projects across
India that may not
have Trade License as
they are not the OEMs
for these devices.
Therefore, in the
interest of procuring
the best solution
available in the market
and to allow maximum
participation in the bid,
we request you to be
flexible and remove
the requirement of
Trade License.

Payments Terms:
70% on successful
delivery &
integration of
devices.
30% on stabilization
(30 Days after
integration)
Tender Document
clause will prevail.

Tender Document
clause will prevail.
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10

Cost of
tender
documen
t

3&
5

Prior to submitting the
Bids, the Bidders shall
pay Bid Document Fee
in form of DD favoring
CRUT as part of
Physical submission.
Earnest Money deposit
(EMD) submission shall
be in the form of
Demand Draft.

11

Bidder's
Eligibility

12

Performance
certificate of the same
supplied machine (of
quoted make) issued
by project authority.

12

Bidder's
Eligibility

13

Enclose an affidavit
duly certified
by(enclosed/ Not
enclosed)the notary at
the location of the
Agencies/Headquarter
s Bhubaneswar that
the bidder has never
been blacklisted or
punished by any
courtfor and criminal
offence/breach of
contract

13

Bidder's
Eligibility

16

Experience certificate
for supply of at least
1000 Nos. of
ETMs.Integration of
1000 Nos. ETMs with
at least 2 Automated
Ticketing Systems

Requesting an online
method to pay bid
document fee and
EMD
Considering the latest
scenario of covid,
requesting CRUT to
provision an online
method to pay bid
document fee and
EMD that will increase
the convenience for
participating bidders. If
this is possible, please
share the details for
making payments
Request CRUT to
confirm if this is same
as Assurance
certificate

Request CRUT to relax
the condition to be
certified by a notary at
Bhubaneswar.
Considering the latest
scenario of covid-19,
arranging an affidavit
in Bhubaneswar may
be time consuming.
Please relax the
consition to 'certified
by notary anywhere in
India'
To reduce minimum
experience of 1000
ETMs to 300 ETMs

Tender Document
clause will prevail.

Tender Document
clause will prevail.
Purchase Orders,
Completion
Certificates or
Performance
Certificates clearly
specifying the scope.
Tender Document
clause will prevail.

Tender Document
clause will prevail.

Sd/General Manager (P&A)
Capital Region Urban Transport
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